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Abstract
What are the neurocognitive mechanisms of racism, dehumanization and polarization? Why should we
understand what is happening in the brain of a racist? I argue that current Left and liberal persuasive
strategies of anti-racism might fail to reach those who dehumanize us the most, in part because they are
not based on an accurate understanding of how and why our social brains dehumanize, as well as how
our brains can actually learn to re-humanize and include others. I outline a new neuropolitical language
and rhetoric to address our polarized societies, with a special focus on anti-Asian racism that Asian
diaspora communities face in Europe and beyond – trying to describe a novel vision for humanization
from the brain cell up. The talk offers both a theoretical neuropolitical model of dehumanization, as
well as concrete strategies for re-humanization for educators, activists, and people in Asian diaspora
communities.
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